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ahistoryof
innovation

company
profile

The “Allgemeine Elektricitäts-
Gesellschaft” (AEG) was 
founded in 1887 by Emil 
Rathenau as a direct rival to 
US company General Electric. 
The young company very  
soon widened its activities  
and performed pioneering  
work in the field of AC  
transmission systems. 

AEG grew rapidly, always 
leading the world in innovation 
and delivering solutions to 
the particular technological 
challenges of the time. 

Since 1947, AEG Power 
Solutions has established  
itself anew as a leader in the 
technological field of 
electrical interfaces to the 
mains power grid, where it 
continues to excel to this day.

First single-phase power  
controller for transformer- 
type loads

 1969

SAFT Power Systems takes 
over Harmer & Simmons 
and subsequently AEG SVS 
Power Supply Systems

 1955

The AEG history helps us in 
our development of solutions 
for the future. AEG Power 
Solutions was founded in the 
wake of the industrial revolution 
and thus, we see our roots as 
going back to the early days 
of the energy revolution. 

From the very outset,our 
company’s innovative prowess 
has been geared towards 
energy management. This 
background gives us the 
necessary competitive edge to 
take a defining role in today’s 
global markets. Few matters 
will occupy people more in the 
years to come than how to deal 

with natural resources and how 
to ensure a supply of power.

“Green” solutions for 
the future of the 
global energy market

The planet’s population is 
growing rapidly. In many parts 
of the world the infrastructure, 
economy and levels of personal 
prosperity are also growing.  
As both move forward in 
step, the demand for energy 
increases. With today’s 
knowledge of the limited 
availability of energy resources, 
new challenges arise and 
markets open up for innovative 
products and solutions. Just 
as we have always paved 

We see our company’s 
history as a commitment  
to the future. The values 
and philosophies that  
it produced are the 
cornerstones of global 
success.

AEG is founded 
as the German 
counterpart to 

General Electric 

 1887  

SAFT founded as a battery 
manufacturer in France

 1918

AEG SVS Power Supply Systems is founded in 
 Warstein-Belecke (Germany) with 25 employees

 1945

The SAFT Power Systems 
division is set up

1947

Worlds first  
100 % digital UPS

 1995

First fully digital power controller 
with 32-bit micro-controller and 

high-performance ASIC

 2000
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First ultra-small medium voltage 
ignition system for polysilicon 
reactors and processes

2007

the way through innovation, 
today too we are constantly 
delivering improvements to 
energy supply solutions around 
the globe. By virtue of the 
company’s unique expertise in 
AC and DC power technology, 
AEG Power Solutions is 
almost uniquely positioned to 
develop innovative solutions 
for intelligent electricity 
networks (smart grids).

Our leading global 
role confirms the 
merit of our approach  

Our clientele range from 
traditional power generators 
and companies in the oil, gas 
and petrochemical sector 

Highly efficient and easily 
scalable rectifier system 
for the industrial sector 

2008

SAFT Power Systems  
Group is renamed  
AEG Power Solutions

2008

Pioneering device for the integration of 
renewable energy intro smart microgrids and 
technological breakthrough in efficiency of 
polysilicon production using the new Thyrobox PI

2010

The company is floated and listed on the 
Euronext exchange in Amsterdam and then 
on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (FWB)

2010

A production facility for solar inverters 
is opened in Bangalore, India, with 
a production capacity of 400 MW

2011

all the way to polysilicon 
producers and pioneers of 
power generation from 
renewable forms of energy. 
Issues such as quality, know-
how, service and reliability 
are very much a part of our 
everyday internal discussions. 

Our longstanding relationships 
with our customers confirm 
that the standards we set 
ourselves are measured 
against these criteria of 
outstanding performance. 
It is for this reason that AEG 
Power Solutions is one of the 
worlds leading manufacturers 
of electronic systems and 
solutions for industrial power 
supply and offers one of the 
most comprehensive portfolios 

of products and services for 
power conversion and control. 
Through our expertise in 
renewable energy and our 
knowledge of the global 
power supply infrastructure, 
we are able to intelligently 
combine electricity supply 
and consumption. Together 
with our customers we 
create innovative energy 
management systems that 
facilitate “intelligent” control 
appropriate to demand.

Merges with  
Alcatel Converters

2002

Ripplewood purchases  
SAFT Power Systems 

from Alcatel

 2005

Extremely efficient 
inverter for solar 
power stations 
(efficiency level  
>98.7 %)

2009

aegpower
solutions
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researchand
development

innovation

The capabilities and 
inventiveness of the staff 
at our company produce 
outstanding products 
and system solutions 
around the globe. 

As Voltaire used to say: 
“The best is the enemy of 
the good”. This sentence 
encapsulates in just a few 
words what drives and inspires 
our research and development 
work at AEG Power Solutions. 
We really do work every day 
on bettering our achievements 
and turning our ideas into 
reality in the shape of new 
products. With the option 
of controlling energy and 
using it selectively, innovation 
and speed of development 
increased enormously in 
the era of mechanization.
Every innovation opened 
up a whole new spectrum 
of further possibilities. This 
turning point in the history 
of mankind generated a 
momentum in development 
that continues unabated 
to this day. Digitalization 
and global networking has 
increased this accelerated 
rate of innovation still further.

The future is created  
in the minds of our 
staff

The multitude of new ideas, 
products and possibilities 
always brings with it new 
demands. As decisively as 
power-consuming technology 
is defining our lives, develop-
ment across the entire power 
supply sector is just as influen-
tial and momentous. Creative 
technicians, engineers and 
scientists work day in, day out 
for AEG Power Solutions on 
new products that, for instance, 
provide protection from power 
cuts and the associated loss 
of data and costly downtime. 
With over 250 engineers, 
technicians and project 
managers, the AEG Power 
Solutions Group performs 
pioneering work in R&D and 
application engineering. This 
constant searching for and 
working toward “the best” is 
evidenced by the AEG Power 
Solutions Group’s current total 
of over 97 active patents in 
the area of power supply.

International research 
in support of global   
advances

The worldwide use of our 
systems and products calls 
for close global monitoring of 
trends and market changes. In 
relation to the switch to green 
energy, which AEG Power 
Solutions among others is 
promoting, we are investing 
great effort in internationally 
coordinated research and 
development within our group. 
In order to ensure that we are 
as close as we need to be to 
our customers and markets 
and to pick up on the latest 
requirements and scientific 
findings, we are represented 
in all key markets around the 
globe. We currently employ 
around 1700 people in 17 
subsidiaries and centres of 
expertise within the AEG 
Power Solutions Group, all 
of them sharing the aim of 
creating improved solutions 
for reliable power supply 
systems of all sizes.
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localcustomer
serviceworldwide

aegpower
solutions

Milan

Prague

Cape Town

Moscow

Beijing

Plano Dallas

London

Lannion

Nanterre Paris

Tours

Minano Vitoria

Madrid

Zwanenburg 
Amsterdam

Warstein-Belecke
Dortmund

Budapest

Kiev

Dubai

Bangalore

Kuala Lumpur

Singapore Shanghai

Guangzhou

Hong Kong

Sydney
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Our customers’ requirements 
are ultimately always very 
individual. This calls for not 
only a broad spectrum of 
products and possible ways 
to use them, but also requires 
direct and individual support.

In order to be able to react 
to new market developments 
as flexibly as we can and to 
support our customers as 
quickly and continuously as 
possible, the 17 subsidiaries 
of the AEG Power Solutions 
Group provide the appropriate 
service with the required 
proximity to our customers 
all around the globe.

Ultimately any system only ever 
works as well as the people 
who understand and maintain 
it. Because we know that, our 
technical support operation 
forms an integral part of how 
we perceive our business.

locations

Beijing, ChinaCape Town, South AfricaWarstein-Belecke, Germany

Milan

Prague

Cape Town

Moscow

Beijing

Plano Dallas

London

Lannion

Nanterre Paris

Tours

Minano Vitoria

Madrid

Zwanenburg 
Amsterdam

Warstein-Belecke
Dortmund

Budapest

Kiev

Dubai

Bangalore

Kuala Lumpur

Singapore Shanghai

Guangzhou

Hong Kong

Sydney
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certified
quality

certificates

Germany – 
Warstein-Belecke

• Belecke (Germany)  
ISO 9001 certificate

• Belecke (Germany)  
KTA certificate

• Belecke (Germany)  
IRIS certificate

• Belecke (Germany)  
SCC certificate

• Manufacturers declaration 
for implementing REACH

• Manufacturers declaration 
of CCC-Mark for China

• Manufacturers declaration 
of compliance with HSE

• Belecke (Germany)  
ISO 14001 certificate

• Beleck (Germany)  
ISO 50001 certificate

China – Beijing

• Beijing (China)  
ISO 9001 certificate

• Beijing (China)  
ISO 14001 certificate

• Beijing (China)  
ISO 18001 certificate

A quality assurance system 
fully certified to ISO 9000. 
AEG Power Solutions strict 
quality control policy is 
recognised through every 
business division having 
ISO 9000 certification and 
our quality accreditation 
from many large clients.

France – Lannion

• Lannion (France)  
ISO 9001 certificate

United Kingdom – 
London (Hainault)

• Hainault (UK)  
ISO 9001 certificate

India – Bangalore

• Bangalore (India)  
ISO 9001 certificate

Italy – Milan

• Milan (Italy)  
ISO 9001 certificate 

• Milan (Italy)  
ISO 14001 certificate

The Netherlands – 
Amsterdam 
(Zwanenburg)

• Zwanenburg  
(The Netherlands)  
ISO 9001 certificate

• Zwanenburg  
(The Netherlands) 
SCC certificate

Singapore

• Singapore  
ISO 9001 certificate

• Singapore  
ISO 14001 certificate

• Singapore  
ISO 18001 certificate

• Singapore  
bizSAFE STAR certificate

Spain – Vitoria

• Vitoria (Spain)  
ISO 9001 certificate

• Vitoria (Spain)  
ISO 14001 certificate

• Vitoria (Spain)  
ISO 18001 certificate
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intunewith
industryneeds

applications

Switching, controlling, 
regulating. From simple 
applications to highly complex 
processes, AEG Power 
Solutions products are used 
every day as the power 
controller (SCR) of choice all 
over the world.

In hydrogen 
production

For around 200 years, hydrogen 
has been produced for industry 
by means of electrolysis. 
Electrolysis takes place when 
two direct current electrodes 
get submerged into an 
electrolyte. Today, energy is 
increasingly being obtained 
from renewable sources (e.g. 
wind and sun). This has to be 
stored, as renewable sources 
may not provide power around 
the clock. Hydrogen is a clean 
and ideally suited medium  
for doing this. AEG Power 
Solutions offers a broad 
spectrum of power controllers 
for all of the requirements of 
your electrolysis processes.

In solar cell 
production

Here silicon nitride (SiN) is  
used as an anti-reflective 
coating on wafers and surface 
neutralisation. During 
preheating and coating,  
AEG Power Solutions Thyristor 
power controllers regulate  
the electrical power in order  
to control the process 
temperature within the heating 

elements. Via an inexpensive 
bus interface it is possible to 
connect up to eight power 
controllers attached to one bus 
to connect practically any 
process control system. Using 
the Thyro-Tool software, you 
can easily set the required 
parameters, so that you are 
quickly in a position to deliver 
quality that can be reliably 
reproduced.

In glass production

Greater demands are 
constantly being made for 
ever-thinner glass, as they are 
too for precision glass. The 
manufacturers therefore need 
highly precise production 
environments in order to be 
able to offer products of top 
quality. Accurate control of 
temperature during the 
heating up and cooling down 
processes has an impact on the 
quality and reliability of the 
finished glass. That applies to 
all stages at the “hot end” of 
the production process, from 
melting to the final annealing. 

Extreme reliability and 
precision are key for any 
successful production plant, as 
a breakdown at any one of the 
individual stages would bring 
the entire production process 
to a standstill.

In solar panel 
production

Special glass for solar modules 
 has chemical and physical 
characteristics that are 
different from ordinary glass. 
It is made on float or special 
cast glass lines. The power 
controller solutions for these 
applications work using AEG 
Power Solutions patented 
ASM procedure designed 
to optimize mains load 
and increase the efficiency 
factor for consistent and 
high quality production.
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Thyristor power 
controllers from AEG 
Power Solutions are used 
wherever heating, melting 
drying and moulding have 
to be done in an exact 
and reproducible way. 
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thyrobox–
foracanddc
applications

Based on long proven 
designs, standard parts and 
high-tech AEG Power 
Solutions components, we 
create power supply solutions 
perfectly tailored to our 
customers needs.

Successfully used around the 
globe, Thyrobox power 
supply systems have for 
decades been synonymous 
with highly reliable and 
reproducible manufacturing 
processes.

As a global leader in power 
supply concepts, AEG Power 
Solutions provides customized 
systems that are specifically 
tailored to the manufacturing 
process concerned. Thanks to 
highly developed

AC and DC technology, AEG 
Power Solutions Thyrobox 
power supply systems are 
extremely energy efficient and 
reliable in comparison with 
other technologies. 

With a view to minimizing 
both capital and operating 
expenditure, our power supply 
solutions are conceived, 
designed, built and tested at 
our Warstein-Belecke site in 
Germany – all in accordance 
with industry standards and 
specified requirements.

Thyrobox- 
Applications

For all power supply 
solutions, extreme efficiency, 
total reliability and full 
reproducibility are top priorities 
in order to be competitive 
around the globe. AEG 
Power Solutions quality high 
current supply systems have 
been leading the way in this 
respect for many years.

Silicon ingot mono 
crystal growth

• Thyrobox Si  
power supply solutions

Sapphire crystal growth

• Thyrobox Sa  
power supply solutions

Hydrogen electrolysis

• Thyrobox H2  
power supply solutions

ARC furnaces 

• Thyrobox AF  
power supply solutions

Voltage regulation of 
distribution grids

• Thyrobox VR  
power supply solutions

thyrobox
family
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siliconingot
monocrystal
growth

thyroboxsi
powersupply

solutions

For the high-tech industry 
along the polysilicon solar 
value chain AEG Power 
Solutions in Germany has for 
many years been the leading 
supplier of quality high current 
supply systems. This starts 
with the supply of power to 
CVD reactors for polysilicon 
deposition, includes power 
supply systems for the different 
processes of crystal growth 
and for wafer, cell and module 
production and extends all 
the way to transforming the 
solar energy obtained and 
feeding it into the medium or 
low voltage grid by means of 
string and central inverters.

Silicon crystal growth

In addition to the Czochralski 
process for monocrystalline 
silicon crystal growth and the 
ingot casting method for 
multicrystalline crystal growth, 
many other and, in part,  
very similar procedures, are 
used to grow crystals in order 
to produce wafers in an 
economically efficient manner 
from the polysilicon obtained. 
The focus of the different 
processes here is on the end 
products that the wafers 
require in either electronic or 
solar grade purity. For solar 
grade wafers, which are 
needed in the especially 
competitive renewable energy 
market, the key now, more than 
ever, is to manufacture in a 
reliable and economic way.

Process power supply

High cost efficiency, reliability 
and reproducibility are thus the 
conditions for competitiveness 
and at the same time a must 
for the essential requirements 
to be fulfilled by the power 
supply. As every method of 
growing crystals has its own 
technical idiosyncrasies, the 
specified demands made of 
the power supply vary 
accordingly.

Thyrobox Si

Under the name Thyrobox Si, 
AEG Power Solutions provides 
cost efficient DC power supply 
solutions that are especially well 
suited to the supply of power 
for crystal growing facilities.
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siliconingot
monocrystal
growth

thyroboxsi
technicaldata

Melting the polysilicon chunks

Ingot growth Cooling down the monocrystalline ingots

Start of the monocrystalline crystallization

* others on request
** in relation to type values

Load current* up to 15,000 ADC

Voltage rating* up to 200 VDC

Grid frequency 47 Hz – 63 Hz

Control mode U, U², I, I², P, unregulated

SPeCIALLy deVeLOPed ASIC ANd 32 BIT MICROCONTROLLeR

Operation / sec up to 45 million

Frequency 50 MHz

Load current resolution    15 bit, equating to 0.03 %**

Output voltage resolution    14 bit, equating to 0.06 %**

Target value resolution     14 bit, equating to 0.06 %**

HIGH PReCISION / RePROdUCIBILITy

Load current / output voltage 0.5 %

Power 1 %

AddITIONAL TeCHNICAL dATA

Set point inputs (freely selectable) 2 analog inputs 2 digital inputs 
(incl. motorpoti function)

System interfaces optionally with the PROFIBUS DPV1, Modbus RTU, DeviceNet, EtherNet/IP  
and /or PROFINET bus systems; alternatively with RS 232 and fiber optics

Load circuit monitoring yes

Self monitoring yes

Visualization via touch screen display or Thyro-Tool Family

data logger with operating hours counter in real time
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sapphire
crystalgrowth

thyroboxsa
powersupply

solutions

Many years of experience in 
the field of industrial high 
current supply, e.g. for 
polysilicon, means for AEG 
Power Solutions customers 
access to a very high degree of 
expertise. Monocrystalline 
crystal growth for silicon ingots 
(the Czochralski process) and 
the ingot casting process for 
multicrystalline growth are also 
tried and tested areas of use 
for AEG power controllers.
Somewhat newer in relation to 
the application, but also very 
much in the focus of Thyro 
power controllers and systems, 
is the related growing of 
sapphire crystals (e.g. based on 
the Kyropoulos or Czochralski 
method).

Sapphire crystal 
growth

With the increasing importance 
of sapphire production, caused 
in particular through the ever 
stronger demand for efficient 
LED lighting equipment and 
also through other applications 
such as sapphire windows and 
glass. The requirements are 
also rising in terms of volume 
produced, quality and cost 
efficiency of the sapphire 
production process. Another 
important factor in sapphire 
production is also the stability 
of the batch process. Thus for 
all components and systems 
involved in this process many 
key requirements are already 
laid down, which is particularly 
important for more critical, 
large volume batches.

Process power supply

High cost efficiency, reliability 
and reproducibility are thus a 
synonym for competitiveness 
and at the same time a must in 
relation to the essential 
requirements to be fulfilled by 
the power supply. As every 
method of growing crystals has 
its own technical idiosyncrasies, 
the specified demands made 
of the power supply vary 
accordingly.

Thyrobox Sa

Under the name Thyrobox Sa, 
AEG Power Solutions now 
provides cost efficient DC 
power supply solutions that 
are especially suited to the 
supply of power for sapphire 
crystal growing facilities.
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Load current* up to 10,000 ADC

Input voltage 3 x AC 400 V -20 % +10 % 3 x AC 500 V -20 % +10 %

Output voltage DC 6 – 15 V, can be regulated by the user

Grid frequency 47 Hz – 63 Hz

Control mode U, U², I, I², P, unregulated

SPeCIALLy deVeLOPed ASIC ANd 32 BIT MICROCONTROLLeR

Operations / sec up to 45 million

Frequency 50 MHz

Load current resolution     15 bit, equating to 0.03 %**

Output voltage resolution     14 bit, equating to 0.06 %**

Target value resolution     14 bit, equating to 0.06 %**

HIGH PReCISION / RePROdUCIBILITy

Load current / output voltage 0.5 %

Power 1 %

AddITIONAL TeCHNICAL dATA

Set point inputs (freely selectable) 2 analog inputs 2 digital inputs 
(incl. motorpoti function)

System interfaces optionally with the PROFIBUS DPV1, Modbus RTU, DeviceNet, EtherNet/IP and/
or PROFINET bus systems; alternatively with RS 232 and fiber optics

Load circuit monitoring yes

Self monitoring yes

Visualization via touch screen display or Thyro-Tool Family

data logger with operating hours counter in real time

Sapphire mono crystal

* others on request
** in relation to type values

thyroboxsa
technicaldata
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hydrogen
electrolysis

thyroboxh2
powersupply

solutions

The need to utilize “green 
energy” efficiently calls for 
technical know-how and many 
years of experience. Know-how 
and experience, such as ours, 
which covers the supply of 
power to CVD reactors for 
polysilicon deposition, includes 
power supply systems for the 
different processes of crystal 
growth and for wafer, cell and 
module production. It extends 
all the way to transforming the 
solar energy obtained and 
feeding it into the medium or 
low voltage grid by means of 
string and central inverters.  
For storing the intermittently 
available renewable energy 
from sun and wind there  
are now tailored power  
supply systems available for  
the electrolysis process: the 
Thyrobox H2 range.

Hydrogen electrolysis

Producing hydrogen by means 
of electrolysis has been known 
for industrial purposes for 
a long time. By connecting 
a DC voltage source to two 
electrodes located in water 
the electrolysis process is 
able to take place. Hydrogen 
and oxygen separate at the 
electrodes. The significant 
growth of available forms of 
renewable energy (e.g. wind 
and solar) puts the focus on 
the importance of hydrogen as 
a clean and suitable medium 
for energy storage – and thus 
also on hydrogen electrolysis.

electrolysis power 
supply

High cost efficiency, reliability 
and reproducibility are 
essential and thus vital 
requirements that have to be 
fulfilled by the electrolysis 
power supply process. Within 
the environment of renewable 
energy forms, additional 
demands are made of 
electrolysis systems, in 
particular, of the functionality  
of the power supply and their 
performance figures.

Thyrobox H2

Under the name Thyrobox H2, 
AEG Power Solutions provides 
cost efficient DC power supply 
solutions that are especially 
suited to the supply of power 
for hydrogen electrolysis 
facilities.
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hydrogen
electrolysis

Load current* up to 15,000 ADC

Voltage rating* from 12 VDC to 400 VDC

Grid frequency 47 Hz – 63 Hz

Control mode U, U², I, I², P, unregulated

SPeCIALLy deVeLOPed ASIC ANd 32 BIT MICROCONTROLLeR

Operations / sec up to 45 million

Frequency 50 MHz

Load current resolution     15 bit, equating to 0.03 %**

Output voltage resolution     14 bit, equating to 0.06 %**

Target value resolution     14 bit, equating to 0.06 %**

HIGH PReCISION / RePROdUCIBILITy

Load current / output voltage 0.5 %

Power 1 %

AddITIONAL TeCHNICAL dATA

Set point inputs (freely selectable) 2 analog inputs 2 digital inputs 
(incl. motorpoti function)

System interfaces optionally with the PROFIBUS DPV1, Modbus RTU, DeviceNet, EtherNet/IP  
and/or PROFINET bus systems; alternatively with RS 232 and fiber optics

Load circuit monitoring yes

Self monitoring yes

Visualization via touch screen display or Thyro-Tool Family

data logger with operating hours counter in real time

Hydrogen electrolysis schematic

* others on request
** in relation to type values

thyroboxh2
technicaldata
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arcfurnace
powersupply

thyroboxaf
powersupply

solutions

AEG Power Solutions’ power 
controller solutions are well 
established in different 
applications where high-end 
power supply is key.The 
expertise across the entire 
renewable energy sector (PV 
value chain) starts with power 
supplies for CVD reactors for 
polysilicon deposition process, 
electric power supplies for 
crystal growing (e.g. 
Czochralsky process) as well  
as for arc furnaces (e.g. quarz 
crucible production), wafers, 
cell and module production to 
string and central inverters 
which convert and feed solar 
energy into the medium and 
low voltage grid.

Arc furnaces are used in 
different processes where high 
energy needs to impact 
different metal and non-metal 
raw materials. Arc furnace 
power supplies are powered by 
a medium voltage transformer 
which has pure capacitive var 
compensation to increase the 
power factor to >0.9.

The arc furnace power supply 
has to ensure a high power 
factor and a high efficiency  
as well as a low harmonic 
distortion (THD). Thyrobox AF 
is an adequate solution for the 
arc furnace application and 
operates without 
electromechanically adjustable 
transformers. It fulfills the high 
requirements of arc furnace 
load curves (e.g. the typical 
strong non-linearity of the load 
curve, combined with the 
requirements of a fast dynamic 
current source, as well as high 
current changes at small 
voltage changes). 

One of the key aspects of 
Thyrobox AF is a precise 
control performance. This has 
been implemented using 
established Thyristor 
technology with a high degree 
of efficiency, low harmonic 
distortion and flickers. It is 
regulated and monitored by 
the highly efficient Thyro-P 
control unit.
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230.00 m 240.00 m 260.00 m 280.00 m 290.00 m

current

Thyrobox AF

Arc furnace power supply

VAR Compensation

3

3

Thyrobox AF

Arc furnace power supply

3

VAR Compensation

3

3
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Thyrobox AF 
highlights

• state of the art technology

• high degree of reliability

• high degree of availability

• long operating life

• precise reproducibility

• digital technology with 
precise accuracy

• monitoring functions

• excellent technical support

• suitable for worldwide 
application

• good price/performance ratio

• adequate delivery times

• high degree of efficiency

• high power factor

• minimized system 
perturbation

• small footprint

Waveforms showing low THD and phase shift between voltage and current

thyroboxaf
technicaldata

** e.g. EtherNet/IP, PROFINET, PROFIBUS DP, Modbus RTU, DeviceNet 

Output current up to 60 kA

Output voltage up to 1000 V

Monitoring fully digital

Cooling water cooled

HMI touch screen, field bus interface**, Thyro-Tool Family

Interlock function in case of two arc furnaces powered by one Thyrobox AF

further data / characteristics on request
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voltage
regulationof
distributiongrids

thyroboxvr
powersupply

solutions

With the growing number of 
solar installations, requirements 
increase for local distribution 
system operators and their 
existing network infrastructures. 
In the past, electrical distribution 
systems have been designed 
for a power flow from high-
voltage via medium-voltage to 
low-voltage with the consumer 
or end-user being a sink of 
electrical energy. Now, the  
user can become a source of 
electrical energy. In this case 
the power flow is reversed and 
voltage drops on impedance 
reverse as well. This can result 
in exceeding the upper voltage 
tolerance (+10 %) especially in 
network spur lines. Without any 
changes at the existing network 
infrastructure this would cause 
automatic switch-off of solar 
inverters with the consequences 
of dissatisfied customers and 
additional failure to meet legal 
objectives as preferred by 
renewable energies.

Voltage regulation of 
distribution grids

These requirements confront 
local distribution grid 
operators, especially in the 
countryside, i.e. where farms or 
sports clubs are connected via 
spur lines. Up until now the only 
solution has been to install new 
cables in expensive and time 
consuming installations. This 
causes undesirable delay and 
additional cost for the operator. 
With Thyrobox VR, AEG Power 
Solutions offers a new concept.

Thyrobox VR

Thyrobox VR operates as 
a voltage regulator within 
low-voltage networks. Once 
the power flow reverses, the 
voltage of the secondary 
connected network segment 
will be adjusted downwards 
by up to 8%. Regulation is 
continuously step-less with 
no switching operations and 
a degree of efficiency >99% 
according to power rating. 
Therefore, the voltage range 
is significantly easier to utilize 

and the installation of cables 
can be avoided in many 
cases. The basic technology 
has been known of since 
the late 1920’s and has been 
upgraded in the 1970’s using 
SCR semiconductor devices 
with step control. AEG  PS 
has further developed the 
technology for continuous 
regulation and brought it to 
a state of the art hardware 
platform using best in class 
thyristors and controllers. 
The Thyro-P control unit 
has been proven over 
many years in demanding 
applications and also 
provides necessary interfaces 
to various communication 
tools. The dimensional 
construction of Thyrobox VR 
is similar to common cable 
distribution cabinets. The 
installation is similar to cable 
distribution cabinets i.e. on 
a concrete base, through 
which the cables will pass 
and therefore an installation 
is possible along sidewalks, 
cycle ways and side roads.

110 kV

+10 %

Un length

-10 %

0...-8 %

0.4 kV

10 kV / 20 kV

Thyrobox VR

 

 

N

Thyro-P Controller

21
2 

...
 2

30
 V

0 ... -8%

23
0 

V

Voltage curve with Thyrobox VR on distribution grid spur lines
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thyroboxvr
technicaldata

TyPe dATA RANGe* OF THyROBOx VR

Phase voltage 3 x 400 VAC

Transmission load 250 kVA

Controlling range / voltage 0 up to -8 %

Regulation continuous voltage regulation

Short circuit voltage UK <0,1 %

Standard according to currently valid TAB

Protection code IP54

Overvoltage protection for surges and switching operations

Potential equalization grounding connection

Terminal box connection from below

Short circuit protection external fuses to be installed in the feeding cable

Fail safe bypass device in case of short circuits or severe failures

Cooling air cooling

Type of cabinet outdoor metal cabinet

Temperature range -20 °C up to 45 °C

Acoustic noise <45 dBA

Thyrobox VR

* further data / characteristics on request

Thyrobox VR 
highlights

• continuous voltage regulation

• extremely robust SCR  
thyristor technology

• small footprint

• high degree of efficiency 
>99 %

• 100 % fail safe

• high degree of reliability

• high degree of availability

• long operating life

• digital technology with  
precise accuracy

• excellent technical support

• excellent price / performance 
ratio

• short delivery times

• high power factor

• minimized system  
perturbation

• meets industry standards
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thyro-family
digitalpower
controller

thyro-family

AEG Power Solutions presents 
the new Thyro-Family of 
products, featuring the 
Thyro-S, Thyro-A, Thyro-AX 
and Thyro-P digital power 
controllers. As an important 
component within the 
application process they 
impress through quality, 
reproducibility, communications 
capability and high availability. 
AEG Power Solutions Thyristor 
power controllers switch or 
regulate electrical energy 
worldwide for use in practically 
every area of industry, starting 
from simple systems and 
ranging all the way to complex 
applications for high-end 
controllers.

By virtue of their precision  
and reliability, AEG Power 
Solutions’ power controllers 
offer certainty for all application 
processes in which melting, 
heating, drying and moulding 
are required. These also 
include crystal growth 
applications (e.g. silicon and 
sapphire).

Applications
• automotive industry

• chemical and oil industry

• crystal growth

• furnace manufacturing

• furniture industry

• glass industry

• infrared drying

• mechanical engineering

• packaging industry

• paint and print shops

Certificates
• quality standard to ISO 9001

• accreditation as per UL 508

• SCCR, certified to UL 508A 
(100 kA short circuit test)

• Canadian National Standard

• CE compliant

• RoHS compliant 5/6

• safe separation between con-
troller and power module

• integrated semiconductor 
fuse

AEG Power Solutions provides, 
in the Thyro-Family, a very 
comprehensive model range of 
power controllers that is 
completely digital and bus 
compatible.

This produces affordable 
solutions with enhancements in 
the areas of:

• process control

• process documentation

• system availability

• cabling complexity

• commissioning time and 
costs

• installation complexity
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thyro-family
digitalpower
controller

The Thyro-Family
Thyro-S

Thyristor switches – reliable, 
quick, economical and 
communication enabled

Thyro-A

16 A – 1500 A thyristor 
power controllers

Thyro-Ax

Thyristor power controllers 
with touch screen display

Thyro-P

High-precision thyristor 
power controllers for all 
industrial applications
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thyro-s

The digital, communication 
enabled Thyro-S thyristor 
switch is equipped with 
lots of useful functions for 
a wide range of uses and 
supports the customer’s 
system requirements.

As a connection ready 
thyristor switch with secure 
operational behavior and 
load monitoring, it switches 
currents, voltages and power 
sources. It can be used in 
bus systems, in stand-alone 
operations or in combination 
with all standard 2-point 
process controllers, PLC 
systems or computer systems.

Through simple assembly, 
fast commissioning and 
reliable operation, the Thyro-S 
integrates itself very well 
into the wide area of use of 
modern process technology, 
e.g. into the following areas:

• automotive industry (e.g. 
paint drying facilities)

• chemical industry (trace  
heating and preheating 
systems)

• furnace construction 
(industrial, diffusion 
and drying furnaces)

• glass processing  
(drying of coatings)

• machine building  
(extruders, automoulders)

• packaging industry 
(shrink tunnels)

• print shop machines 
(IR drying)

thyristorswitches
–fast,reliable,
economical
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thyristorswitches
–fast,reliable,
economical

In addition to operating with no wear and high levels of efficiency, further impressive features of this range include:

Key FeATUReS

Voltage rating 230 V, 400 V, 500 V

Current rating (A) 16, 30, 45, 60, 100, 130, 170, 280

Semiconductor fuses integrated

Load circuit monitoring integrated

Status indicators LED

Signal relay 1

AUTOMATION LeVeL

System interface standard for connection to an optional bus module (PROFIBUS DPV1, Modbus RTU, 
DeviceNet, CANopen, PROFINET, Modbus TCP or EtherNet/IP)

connection option for connecting to the Thyro-Tool Family software

Safety Safe separation between controller and power module

AddITIONAL TeCHNICAL dATA

Logic signal control 24 V logic signal control (> 3 V) or over standard system interface

Load type Ohm resistive load

Operating modes 1:1 1:2* 1:3* 1:5*

Frequency range 47 Hz – 63 Hz

3-phase set up by connecting two Thyro-S units

external electronic supply 24 VAC / DC

* reduced power output e.g. for commissioning

thyro-s
technicaldata
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thyristor-power
controller
16a–1500a

thyro-a

Fast, reliable and  
with communication 
capability

Through its powerful digital 
technology the new, 
communication enabled 
Thyro-A thyristor power 
controller allows a precisely 
regulated feed of power with  
a high level of availability.

Heating, melting and 
moulding

Its great flexibility in relation to 
connection on the load and 
power supply side extends its 
area of use considerably. For 
standard processes there are 
setting options available on the 
controller that enable it to be 
easily operated and quickly 
commissioned. Optional 
connection at the automation 
level makes it possible to use a 
multitude of further functions. 
All measurements, status levels 
and set points can be 
processed by PLC or process 

computer. Naturally, stand-
alone operation or direct 
combination with process 
controllers is still possible. 
Thyro-A power controllers are 
excellently suited to numerous 
areas of use in the entire 
process technology field,  
such as:

• automotive industry 
(paint drying facilities)

• chemical industry  
(trace heating and  
preheating systems)

• furnace construction 
(industrial, diffusion 
and drying furnaces)

• glass industry (plate 
glass systems, feeders, 
finishing machines)

• machine building  
(extruders, automoulders)

• packaging industry 
(shrink tunnels)

• print shop machines 
(IR drying)
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In addition to operating with no wear and high levels of efficiency, further impressive features of this range include:

Key FeATUReS

Voltage rating 230 V, 400 V, 500 V, 600 V

Current rating (A) 16, 30, 45, 60, 100, 130, 170, 280, 350, 495, 650, 1000, 1400, 1500

Grid frequency 47 Hz – 63 Hz

Connection type Single, dual and three-phase versions (dual-phase version for three-phase load without 
deploying the neutral conductor in a cost-saving three-phase circuit)

Semiconductor fuses integrated

Load circuit monitoring integrated

Status indicators LED

Signal relay 1

Analog output 0 (4) – 20 mA, 0 (2) – 10 V

AUTOMATION LeVeL

System interface standard for connection to an optional bus module (PROFIBUS DPV1,  
Modbus RTU, Device-Net, CANopen, PROFINET, Modbus TCP and EtherNet/IP)  

for processing set point and actual values and status reports

connection option for connecting to the Thyro-Tool Family software

Safety safe separation between controller and power module

AddITIONAL TeCHNICAL dATA

Analog set point 0 – 20 mA, 0 – 10 V, control characteristic line adjustable in range

2 point controller Off = 0...3 V, On = 3...24 V

Load type ohm resistive load and inductive mixed load
(suitable for transformer load due to integrated soft-start function, phase angle firing of 

1st half wave and channel separation)
Control modes U, U2, I, I2, P

Operating mode TAKT VAR QTM

Mains voltage up to 0.43 x UNom

Frecuency range 47 Hz – 63 Hz

Other simple operation, minimal space requirement

high short circuit current resistance and power semiconductor cut-off voltage

internal mains load optimization in operating modes TAKT and QTM

optional external mains load optimization (Thyro-Power Manager)

thyro-a
technicaldata
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thenext
generationof
thyristorpower
controllers

thyro-ax

A continuing story of 
success

In introducing the new  
Thyro-AX, AEG Power 
Solutions is extending its 
proven family of Thyro 
products through the 
addition of a new generation 
of digital thyristor power 
controllers. With numerous 
new features, the Thyro-AX  
is setting new standards.

Supporting voltages of 24 to 
600 V, the Thyro-AX range 
offers what is probably a 
unique array of products from 
16 to 1500 A and is available 
in single, dual or three-phase 
units. A flexible connection 
technology allows the 
controllers to be connected 
completely free from below 
and /or above.

Making its debut, the touch 
screen display with full 
graphic capability is used 
here for the first time ever by 
any manufacturer in a power 
controller and enables highly 
intuitive operation. In relation 
to using the power controller, 
especially for viewing and 
setting parameters, whole 
new possibilities are created. 
Set points, actual values and 
operating status details are 
displayed in plain text. The 
controllers operating status is 
additionally indicated by 
alternating background 
illumination. The standard 
interfaces include both 
Ethernet and USB 2.0.  

Via the USB 2.0 interface  
it is possible to set 
parameters even without  
an external supply using  
the Thyro-Tool AX program. 
Alternatively, parameter 
setting/ viewing can be 
performed via web browser.

For communication with top 
level control systems various 
bus modules are available, e.g. 
for DeviceNet, Modbus RTU, 
PROFIBUS or CANopen, plus 
others for TCP/IP-based 
communication using 
PROFINET, Modbus TCP or 
EtherNet/IP. Another of the 
new generation’s important 
and defining features is the use 
of intelligent technologies to 
reduce circuit feedback, plus 
the mains load optimization 
function to reduce costs. As 
with all power controllers in the 
Thyro range, it goes without 
saying that the Thyro-AX  
also features high levels of 
efficiency for saving power in 
live operation.

Thyro-AX thyristor power 
controllers are suited to all 
applications in the field of 
heating, melting, moulding 
and drying and can be used, 
not least due to their simple 
operation, in diverse ways and 
in all sorts of areas of modern 
process technology, e.g.

• automotive industry 
(paint drying facilities)

• chemical industry (trace  
heating and preheating 
systems)

• crystal growth  
(sapphire, silicon)

• furnace construction 
(industrial, diffusion 
and drying furnaces)

• glass industry (plate 
glass systems, feeders, 
finishing machines)

• machine building  
(extruders, automoulders)

• packaging industry 
(shrink tunnels)

• print shop machines 
(IR drying)
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thyro-ax
technicaldata

In addition to operating with no wear and high levels of efficiency, further impressive features of this range include:

Key FeATUReS

Voltage rating 230 V, 400 V, 500 V, 600 V

Current rating (A) 16, 30, 45, 60, 100, 130, 170, 230, 280, 350, 495, 650, 1000, 1400, 1500

Connection type single, dual and three-phase versions (dual-phase version for three-phase load without 
deploying the neutral conductor in a cost-saving three-phase circuit)

Semiconductor fuses integrated

display touch screen display

Protection type IP20

Signal relay 1

Analog output 3 x 0 (4) – 20 mA, 0 (2) – 10 V

data logger via internal error memory with real-time clock

Communication USB and Ethernet for setting parameters and  
viewing actual values via Thyro-Tool AX software

webserver via RJ45 connection

firmware update via USB possible

AUTOMATION LeVeL

Standard system interface for connection to an optional bus module (PROFIBUS DPV1, Modbus RTU, 
DeviceNet, CANopen, PROFINET, Modbus TCP and EtherNet/IP)

connection option via USB or Ethernet for connecting to the Thyro-Tool AX software

Safety safe separation between controller and power module

AddITIONAL TeCHNICAL dATA

Input 2 set point inputs, 2 digital inputs, 1 gate input

Analog set point input signal ranges in each case 0 (4) – 20 mA, 0 (1) – 5 V, 0 (2) – 10 V

Load type ohm resistive load with Rhot/Rcold ratio, transformer load, limitation to 3 x INom

Control input for switch operation two-point regulation possible (Uon = 3 – 24 V)

Control modes U, U², I, I², P

Operating modes TAKT VAR QTM SWITCH

Frequency range 47 Hz – 63 Hz

Mains load optimization internal mains load optimisation in operating modes TAKT and QTM

optional external mains load optimisation (Thyro-Power Manager)

Other simple operation, minimal space requirement

flexible connection: supply and outflow from above or below as selected
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digitalthyristor
power
controller

thyro-p

Reliable, fast,  
efficient and with  
communication 
capability

The Thyro-P is the result of the 
concerted application of over 
40 years of experience in the 
field of thyristor power 
controllers.

The Thyro-P range of power 
controllers can be used 
wherever voltage, current or 
output levels have to be 
precisely and reliably 
regulated. 

With a wideband power 
supply, an optional mains 
load optimization module, 
the patented ASM procedure 
and a user friendly interface, 
it is ideal for use in many 
areas, such as:

• automotive industry

• chemical and oil industry

• extruders and automoulders

• furnace manufacturing

• furniture industry

• glass industry

• infrared drying

• mechanical engineering

• packaging industry

• paint and print shops

• trace heating systems

Numerous operating and 
control modes, good 
connection options to 
process and automation 
systems, high levels of control 
precision through the use of  
a 32 bit RISC processor and 
simple handling, make the 
Thyro-P a future oriented 
controller, also for new 
applications. Parameters  
can be adjusted via menus, 
while set points and actual 
process values can be 
processed via analog  
outputs or, as an option,  
via bus systems.

By virtue of using high quality 
network thyristors the Thyro-P 
range includes power 
controllers with rated currents 
of up to 2900 A and voltages of 
up to 690 V. 

Application specific solutions 
with significantly higher 
currents and voltages are also 
available.
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thyro-p
technicaldata

The Thyro-P range features impressively easy handling for quick and safe commissioning:

Key FeATUReS

Voltage rating 400 V, 500 V, 690 V

Current rating (A) 37, 75, 110, 130, 170, 280, 495, 650, 1000, 1500, 2100, 2900

Connection type single, dual and 3-phase versions (dual-phase version for three-phase load without 
deploying the neutral conductor in a cost-saving three-phase circuit)

Semiconductor fuses integrated

Load circuit monitoring integrated

Status reporting 6 x LED

Signal relay 3 x free programmable

Analog output 3 x 0 (4) – 20 mA, 0 (2) – 10 V

data logger error memory with incident time recording

Other high level of efficiency, zero-wear operation

connection to SELF/PELF circuits

local display and operating unit (LBA) for menu driven operation and display of 
parameters and readings

patented ASM procedure for automatic synchronization of multiple power controller 
applications to achieve dynamic network load optimization

wideband power supply for control voltage

AUTOMATION LeVeL

System interface standard system interface for connection to an optional bus plug-in card
(PROFIBUS DPV1, Modbus RTU, DeviceNet, CANopen or PROFINET.  

Coming soon: Modbus TCP/IP and EtherNet/IP)

RS232 and fiber optic connection for connecting to the Thyro-Tool Family software

Safety safe separation between controller and power module

AddITIONAL TeCHNICAL dATA 

Analog set point 0 – 20 mA, 0 – 10 V

Load type integrated soft start function for operating with downstream transformer
Transformer load, Ohm resistive load and heating elements with large Rhot/Rcold

Control modes U, U², I, I², P and unregulated

Operating modes TAKT VAR SSSD

Mains voltage up to 0.43 x UNom

Frequency range 47 Hz – 63 Hz

Operating hour counter display in min. / hours

energy meter releasable in Ws / kWh

Current resolution 15 bit, equivalent to 0.03 %

Voltage / power/set point resolution 14 bit

Number of A / d transformers 7

Sample rate per transformer 1.5 Mio. / sec

Mains load optimization internal mains load optimisation in operating modes TAKT and QTM,  
optional external grid load optimisation (Thyro-Power Manager)
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communication
withcontrol
systems
The bus components 
enable one or more power 
controllers to be connected 
to control systems.

Bus components are available 
for the following bus systems:

• EtherNet/IP

• PROFINET

• PROFIBUS DP V1

• DeviceNet

• Modbus RTU

• CANopen

• others types on request

All bus components work as 
slave bus participants and 
need only one bus address. 

Depending on the power 
controller being used, the 
data transfer incorporates 
the following:

• set point

• actual value

• load voltage

• mains voltage

• load current

• effective power

• remote signals

• status messages

Other power controller data 
can be accessed if required, 
making it possible to execute 
additional functions.

Bus modules can be mounted 
on a top-hat rail and are 
powered using a supply 
voltage of 24 VDC (150 mA).

Key features include:

• only one address needed 
per bus module

• access to the power 
controller’s set points, actual 
values and parameters

• transfer of the actual values 
as a floating point number 
into physical units

• check of correct functioning 
via LEDs

• 8 free outputs

• control of Thyro-S using 
digital set points (equating 
to OFF, 1/5, 1/3, 1/2, ON)

• electrical power supply 
24 VDC, 150 mA

bus
components

PRofIBuS DPV1 bus modulePRofIBuS-DP plug-in card Ethernet plug-in card
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Thyro-Tool Family

Thyro-Tool Family is a 
commissioning and 
visualization software for the 
Thyro-S, Thyro-A and Thyro-P 
range of power controllers. The 
user interface is multilingual.

Thyro-Tool Family operates 
under Windows and is 
designed for the connection to 
the power controller via a serial 
interface or fiber optics.

Key functions include:

• setting the limits 
of the devices

• set point processing

• operating hours counter

• power display (in kWh)

• displaying, loading, storing, 
changing and printing of 
all relevant measurements 
and display values

• comparison for two 
parameter sets

The Thyro-Tool Family allows a 
simultaneous presentation of 
several bar and line charts with 
variable size and composition.
Furthermore data and 
parameters as inputted can be 
displayed from several power 
controllers. A maximum of 998 
Thyro-P power controllers can 
be connected via an optical 
cable distribution (LLV).

Thyro-Tool Ax

Being a customized  
program for the Thyro-AX,  
this is an extension of the  
Thyro-Tool Family. 

The focus here is on ease of 
use and a greater overview 
when monitoring lots of 
connected thyristor power 
controllers.

Thyro-Tool AX can be easily 
connected to the Thyro-AX 
via a USB interface. 

The system then assigns 
controllers by IP address. 
That makes it possible to 
perform individual analyses 
for each connected Thyro-AX:

• actual value

• set point

• line chart

• parameter evaluation

It is also possible, as with the 
Thyro-Tool Family software, 
to compare the control 
parameters with each other.

configuration-
toolsandmains
loadoptimization

thyro-tool
familyand
thyro-tool

ax
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thyro-power
manager
andasm-

procedure

Key Thyro-Power 
Manager features

• easy to use (switch 
and potentiometer)

• fault and alarm output

• power and energy 
measurement

• can be connected 
at field bus level

• measurement of mains 
voltage and temperature

• integrated operating 
hours counter

• electrical power supply 
of 110/230 V; 50/60 Hz

Thyro-Power Manager

The Thyro-Power Manager is 
an additional device for static 
mains load optimization when 
using multiple configurations 
of up to 10 power controllers  
in the (TAKT) operating mode. 
The Thyro-Power Manager can 
also be used for tasks such as 
monitoring mains load peaks, 
monitoring and recording 
measured values and as an  
E/A module. The Thyro-Power 
Manager facilitates, for 
example, a reduction in 
operating costs as a result  
of reduced peak loads and 
circuit feedback – one of the 
primary challenges for every 
application.

Very early on, AEG Power 
Solutions were already 
developing synchronization 
procedures that brought 
considerable benefits for  
users when dealing with  
large volumes of power.

ASM-procedure

For dynamic “network 
synchronization” of power 
controllers AEG Power 
Solutions patented ASM 
procedure (automatic 
synchronization in multi-
controller applications) is  
ideal. It reacts to any set  
point or mains load changes, 
thus setting optimum 
mains loading conditions 
for the application.

with ASM

without ASM

without ASM

Improved Mains with ASM-procedure 

Mains load with ASM-procedure 

t = 0

t = 0

TON (c)

TON (c)

TON (b)

TON (b)

TON (d)

TON (d)

TON (g)

TON (g)

TON (f)

TON (f)

TON (a)

TON (a)
TON (a)

TON (e)

TON (e)

TON (e)

TON (e)

T0
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accessories perfecting
operations

Accessories

• mains load optimization

• communication

• cables and adapters

• fiber optics

Using innovative ideas, AEG 
Power Solutions engineers and 
technicians work constantly on 
enabling optimum integration 
of our products applications.

Mains load 
optimization

• ASM procedure

• Thyro-Power Manager

Fiber optic systems

• fiber optic splitter

• fiber optic mains adapter

Visualization

• graphic user interface (LBA)

• cabinet mounting kit

Communication

Modules and expansion 
cards for:

• CANopen

• DeviceNet

Software

• Thyro-Tool Family

• Thyro-Tool AX

• Modbus

• PROFIBUS

• EtherNet/IP

• PROFINET

• visualization

• measuring equipment

• Thyro-Step Controller

• software

• other accessories
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Thyro-Step Controller

Combines multiple load 
control (10+1 circuits) and 
traditional tasks, such as 
monitoring mains load 
peaks and data logging.

Cables and adapters

• RS232-cable

• RS232-to-PC-adapter

• RS232 top-hat rail adapter

• RS232-to-USB-adapter

• RS232 to fiber optic

Other accessories
• 24 VDC mains adapter

• 24 VDC relay

• direct current reduction

• top-hat rail adapter 
(16 / 30 A)

• top-hat rail adapter 
(45 / 60 A)

Measuring equipment

• Thyro-measurement  
unit (TMU)

• measuring unit ZME1

• measuring unit ZME5

• voltage transformer

accessories
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power
services guaranteed

availabilityand
efficiency

Our high-quality products 
are reliable. However, it is 
only when something goes 
wrong that true quality is 
shown through the excellence 
of the technical support. 
Put your faith in our experts 
and ensure your systems are 
functional and productive.

With our unparalleled 
experience from over 60 
years of technical support 
and industry training, we 
have installed, through our 
network of over 200 expert 
field technicians and now 
maintain, more than 30,000 
systems around the world.

AEG Power Solutions offers 
a complete range of services 
from planning, commissioning 
and installation, including 
diagnosis, repair and 
maintenance packages and 
extending all the way to 
monitoring and leasing 
programs for appliances.

Our customer support is 
available 24/7, wherever in 
the world you need our help. 
We offer you technical know-
how on our product range 
and applications for your 
industry. AEG Power Solutions’ 
products are certified in 
numerous countries to the 
strictest of standards. This 
ensures that our products 
provide the same high level 
of availability and reliability 
as our technical support 
operation does for you.
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AeG Power Solutions
Approach your local AEG Power Solutions 
representative for further support.  
Contact details can be found on: 

www.aegps.com


